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01: The Workshop
Austrade is undertaking consultation to inform Australia’s next tourism strategy to 2030. A number of
workshops are being held across Australia to facilitate stakeholder input to the strategy. The objective of
each workshop is to engage directly with as many tourism operators as possible to enable their contribution
to the development of the strategy.
This workshop was held as an opportunity for participants to provide their input to the development of this
strategy by:


Articulating their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030



Identifying challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry



Identifying focus areas that are important to their location (state/region)



Sharing their on-the-ground insights.

Through their participation in the workshop, attendees were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through the workshop process.
Participants:
There were 30 participants in the workshop.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured with five main sessions:






Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?
Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities.
Challenges & Opportunities – exploring these and identifying high level themes
Focus Areas – prioritising these focus areas and deep diving into the top five
Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.

The design of the workshop focused on eliciting ideas, comments and contributions from participants on
each in these sessions, generating input to the consultation process. This report is structured as per these
workshop sessions.
The workshop ran for 2 hours, from 10am – 12noon on Tuesday 29th October 2019, in the offices of
Destination NSW, Sydney.
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software via
their smartphones. The following are the inputs and the resulting word cloud. The word cloud shows words
used with higher frequency in a larger font size.

Word Cloud:

The top five responses were: sustainable, experiences, diverse, people and industry .

Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to identify their own one critical factor in response to the question. Then to share
that with their peers at their table and discuss. Each table group was then asked to nominate their top two
critical factors. These were captured and are listed below.


Access – infrastructure, transport





Partnership and collaborations – vertical
(three levels of government), horizontal
(industry)

Centricity to visitor – understanding the
market



Local government – governance of
regulation and tourism



Skilled workforce – career in industry,
skills for unique experiences, gap in
training for regional areas





Collaboration and unique selling points to
enable decisive decisions

Lack of Infrastructure – government
taking a leadership role to tell the story,
government funding infrastructure that
private sector won’t/can’t



Adaptability



Decentralisation – beyond the icons,
services and products beyond the icons
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and
exploring further the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is
understood and considered. In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a
story that conveyed the impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.

Situation



Stopped at Bilpin on the way to the Blue Mountains

Characters



Bilpin Cidery

Actions



Bought a case of cider on the way

Impact



Diversifying an apple growing town into a tourism stop

Situation




Big4 Great Lakes, Forster/Tuncurry
July/August, when older travellers tend to travel further north

Characters





Caravan park
Grey nomads
Retried travellers

Actions




Week long events program
Yoga, trivia, barefoot bowls etc.

Impact






Building community spirit
Bringing visitors into the town
Created an annual event
Boost to businesses and flow on into the local economy

Situation



New cellar door at Brokenwood in Pokolbin

Characters



Local and State governments

Actions



New and innovative cellar door offering

Impact





Re-engaged tourism in the Hunter Valley
Created a benchmark for others
Brought more people to the area

Situation





Inglis and ATF have a large horse selling compound in Warwick Farm
Attracts international buyers
Has been open for about 18months

Characters





Inglis, ATF
Council
RMS and state government

Actions



Built the areas first five star hotel to cater to the horse sellers and international
buyers

Impact





The area now established as being a niche in this experience
Local jobs created, conferencing facilities
Widened the road for access

Situation



Council seed funded “Taste Tours”, a social enterprise

Characters



Local bus, taste tours, Council, participants

Actions



Taste Tours take people to restaurants they wouldn’t normally try

Impact



Offers exposure for businesses, new customers and community pride
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Situation





First whale watching cruise started this year (Cronulla)
Showcasing not only whales but beautiful waterways to local and international
visitors
A family friendly experience

Characters





Whale Watching operator
Local Council
Local accommodation operators (promoting the tour)

Actions




Social media sharing
Providing awareness in a positive light

Impact



Increased tourism and a positive image for Cronulla

Situation




New outdoor park and performance space at Queanbeyan
Secured a free outdoor performance from the Canberra Symphony Orchestra

Characters





Council – funding infrastructure, coordinating the event
Sponsors
Symphony Orchestra

Actions



Many people who wouldn’t normally pay to see an orchestra were able to enjoy
the experience

Impact





Brought new infrastructure and park to life
Brought the community together for an event that would normally be “exclusive”
but now had a community feel
Will turn into an annual event

Situation



Paddle-boarding ad camping in the NPWS

Characters





Passionate operator owners, Eco Treasures staff
MPWS
New and returning visitors

Actions




Inspiring conservation, attraction in the park
New activity on an existing area

Impact







Repeat visitation
Job creation
Advanced the eco-tourism in Sydney
Education program for guests, schools, corporates
Introducing people to camping

Situation





Tram-sheds
New building and renovation
Congestion in the theatre

Characters





Mirvac
City of Sydney
Commercial operations

Actions



New life into the areas, community engaged through development

Impact



Stable, good quality restaurants, more visitors including busloads of people

Situation



Sydney festival and exhibition in Campbelltown, Myuran Sukumaran

Characters



Ben Quilty, Campbelltown Council, Sukumaran family, DNSW

Actions



Curated and held the exhibition

Impact




Increased visitation to the city, diversified visitation to the Arts Centre
Reported increased business as local establishments
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Situation






Coffs coast and beaches
520 business, tourism the biggest employer, but seasonal
7% international visitors
Nature based hinterland, development of cultural and nature based tourism

Characters



Tour operators, Community and local government

Actions




A goal for nature based tourism
Marketing plan for it and training for tour service

Impact




Visitor numbers are increasing
New experiences and destination branding are having an impact

Situation




Clear vision for building the visitor economy of Mudgee – including destination
brand, positioning and marketing
Visitor centric strategy approach

Characters







Tourism organisation
Wine industry association
Local government
Local operators
Wineries

Actions




Brand strategy and positioning
Full campaign launched

Impact





Increase to the economy of $2.3M in <21months and an investment of $200K
Increase in average visitor expenditure by 85% spread across the industry
Events as activations, involving community and contributing to a more vibrant
place to live and visit

Situation






Shrine needing new revenues
Revenue generating activities had to be consistent with the area
The Trust very averse to commercial activity
Existing tour groups not paying

Characters






The Trust
Shrine management
Tour Groups
Onsite visitors

Actions






Curated tour product developed
Launched low key through onsite conversation
Licenced tour operators for a few
Revenue from this filled the gap and got the Trust on board

Impact





Revenue gap filled
Trust gained confidence
Plans for expansion of the product

Situation




Figure and Pools, Wedding Cake Rock
Instagram travel; safety concerns, people putting themselves in danger

Characters



Royal National Park, Tourists, Social media platforms

Actions



Fencing and safety signs at the rock look ugly and take away from the feel of the
place, and people at greater risk without them

Impact



Negative impacts: People have died, area can be overcrowded, no infrastructure,
pollution and rubbish
Positive impacts: local business have higher volume, there is publicity about the
areas and LGA positive impacts on the economy
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Situation





Hill End; village of 200 people, 75km from Bathurst
NPWS partnered with BRC 3 years ago
6000 people visiting for pop up shops, workshops, markets, cabaret, traditional
craft stores

Characters






NPWS event organisers
Village artists
Stall holders
Councils providing funds and promotion

Actions



Injects 6000 visitors

Impact



Great fun event, return visitation, collaboration

Situation





Grand Pacific Drive – Sea Cliff Bridge
Sky Dive the Beach Sydney
Australian Native Foods

Characters





Local, state and federal governments providing funding
Owner
Chef

Actions





International exposure
Youth and backpacker markets opened up
TV series on cooking and local foods

Impact





New world class drive from Sydney
Dispersal of guests from Sydney
Bringing aboriginal traditional herbs and spices to the table

Situation





Cruise Eden
Government investment in infrastructure
Creation of a tourism community – product development, experience
development, skills development

Characters



All levels of government funding, Industry

Actions



Need / opportunity identified for cruise ship visitation

Impact





Cohesive and developing industry
Focus on success
Strengthening of local economy and job creation
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee on the
journey to 2030, writing them on separate post-it notes. They then posted their ideas and collectively
grouped them into themes. The notes below contain the themes as grouped by the participants. The bullet
points represent the actual comments written on the post-it notes.

Challenges
Local government – governance of regulation and tourism







Planning – local government
Local government not committed to tourism
as driver of economy
Planning regulations – relax to enable
appropriate development
Local government
Support across sector
Funding






Lack of funding to develop local product
Government financial support
Flights in
Legislation change NSW Local Government
Act to make it a strategy requirement to
budget for tourism and visitor economy
activity




Enabling infrastructure
Lack of promotion of anything outside Sydney
CBD
Product development
Supply side
Investment
Airline arrivals slots

(10 responses)
Lack of infrastructure









Poor infrastructure
Enabling infrastructure
Infrastructure (2)
Infrastructure demand
Lack of infrastructure
Access
Making connectivity happen
Cost of regional flights






(14 responses)
Skills in small business



Lack of business skills in operators
Industry training – customer service, to retain
stall, drive more business and sales




Small business to equipped to cater to visitor
economy
Business unaware they’re in visitor economy



Transport – train, roads, air




Skill development
Elevate status of visitor economy




Community support
Stakeholders interests all different

(4 responses)
Access


Dispersal

(2 responses)
Skilled workforce



Lack of skilled employees
Skills – TAFE, service, hospitality

(4 responses)
Collaboration




Lack of collaboration (2)
Collaboration
Local community support
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Bland marketing without clear point of
difference



Education of the visitor economy



Accessibility of connectivity



Lack of willingness to change





Climate change – reduced rainfall
Less H20 for guests
Dry rivers



Education about the visitor economy – social
and economic



Increased availability of data




Collaboration
Local as a conduit for VFR market



Invest in enabling infrastructure – fast rail,
expressway to blue mountains
No mobile blackspots
Transport – disruptors

(7 responses)
Digital connectivity



Connectivity
NBN mobile connectivity regional Australia

(3 responses)
Centricity to visitor


Lack of visitor centric planning in
understanding of the evolving
motivations/behaviour to barriers to travel

(2 responses)
Climate




Global economic climate
Population – impact on tourism
Climate change

(6 responses)

Opportunities
Policy development




Policy formation
Government policy (local and tourism)
Policy development

(4 responses)
Tech



Technology
Using tech to grow the pie

(3 responses)
Partnership and collaborations




All levels of government working together
Viable partnerships
Collaboration across sections from retail to
agriculture, nature etc.

(5 responses)
Infrastructure






Universities being built in regions
Enabling planning regulations
Infrastructure
New airport (2)
Investment




(8 responses)
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Regional dispersal



Commitment to regional
Dispersal beyond 2-3 hours of capital
cities/major hub




Borderless
Wider footprint to help more



Western Sydney inclusion and growth








Create unique experiences to attract visitors
Development of new product
Experiences
Cycling
Walks – coastal
Involve wider community to create authenticity





Economic output
Showcase local area
Increased global wealth




Train staff in customer service to driver sales
and increase business
Bespoke experiences that will require new
skills and jobs




Market flexibility
Sharing economy

(4 responses)
Western Sydney


Authentic experiences in neighbourhoods,
particularly in Western Sydney

(2 responses)
Experiences





Nature-based and more immersive and
genuine experience
Nature-based experiences in National parks
Stronger focus on environmental sustainability
More active visitors with a focus on health and
well-being

(10 responses)
Economic




Distribute wealth to all locals
Decentralise from Sydney CBD
Guaranteed funding

(6 responses)
Training and skills




Job creation skills pathways
Local employment
Upskill local business

(5 responses)
Sharing economy


Leverage large number of student visitor to
explore

(3 responses)
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas. The
resulting top five overall were the focus areas that participants were able to deep dive into, capturing their
inputs to a series of prompting questions.
(Please note: the focus areas presented to each participant evolved from work shop to work shop. Sydney
Work shop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas from a particular list and then do a
‘deep dive’ into these five. Gold Coast Workshop participants were asked to vote for their top five focus
areas from another list and then to do a ‘deep dive’ into their top four priorities. For the Webinar, participants
were ask ed to vote for their top five focus areas from a different list.)
The top five priorities voted for by the participants were as per the list below:


Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce



Building industry resilience



Regional dispersal



Improve workforce productivity and



Environmental sustainability

professionalism

Poll Everywhere voting:

The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?
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Ensuring a suitably skilled workforce








Secondary schools (1st stop) + TAFE (2nd
stop) + University (3rd stop) + Private cos (4th
stop), retention after training – perception
temp job
Attract to industry – keep them, don’t lose to
full-time in other areas, stop perception that
it’s a ‘holiday’ job, not a career because pay is
crap and hours are long
Important because money is being lost if the
visitor needs are not being met
Opportunities: a whole of industry –
government, training organisations, private
companies, suppliers need to be at the table
Government: role is to co-ordinate the
opportunities, review policy, look at wage
rates and awards to reflect skills and attract
staff/students

o
o






Subsidise or review cost of education
Develop a compelling business case
and a selling tool to implement above
o Start a strategy
Tourism has own ANZSIC code
Other: mindset shift – community/parents
understand tourism is a real sector, not a
transition role/career
o Benchmarking – which
countries/cities are doing this well?
(tertiary institutions, community
awareness/respect
Create a mechanism for reporting worker
exploitation (e.g. wage theft) and oversight –
overhauls of government monitoring

Regional Dispersal






What: Dispersing visitors beyond major cities
o Ensuring great experience to drive
repeat visits
o Experiencing ‘real’ life in Australia
(outside major tourist spots)
o Immersive not ‘box ticking’
experiences
Benefits: Shares economic benefits to
regional economies
o Drives investment – local LGA and
private
o Strengthens social fabric and
demographic mix
o Improves (enriches) experience of
visitors
Impact on 2030: Direct spend to actions that
drive dispersal – marking, infrastructure,
product level, skills development/retention



Ideas
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Cost effective
Dispersal infrastructure – roads, rail
and air, digital infrastructure
Marketing of regions – VFR and
community led action (grass roots up)
Not reliant on attracting visitors to
cities
Planning for agritourist – food, wine,
nature (fix legislation) e.g. signage,
planning for land use – (Local
Environmental Plans) too rigid
Change language/message about
regional
Educating the visitor on diversity
Market based on experience rather
than individual locations e.g. trails incorporate trails to ensure the
locations in between are also known

Environmental Sustainability








Balance between protecting and experiencing
natural assets
Profit: access balance
A unique selling point for Australia – need to
protect/care for it
Macro vs micro perspective and look at
positive and negative consequences of
actions/decisions
Incentives; education; point of difference
(practices and methods)
Industry well/best placed to lead
Government to support
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Eco accreditation and Indigenous experience
accreditation and understating – individual
business and destination
Growth area for tourism experience - could
this be a law?
Target big players – big hotels, airlines and
cruise ships and small/local businesses
Recycling industry – decrease use of singleuse plastics etc. to deliver on promise of
environmental sustainability/nature-based
destinations
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Building industry resilience











Highlighting/marketing/building the experience
offer outside of peak season
Sustainability
Dealing with seasonality/permanency of
work/jobs
Risk management – natural and not
Industry knowledge/training
Realising expectations – understanding
demand vs lifestyle business
Pathways for support – funding (skilled
workforce – show young people that tourism
industry is a viable career option, partly in
regional areas), development
Understanding costs of business and supply
chain
Borderless thinking









Strategy – training
o Sector specific opportunities
o Make provision for various types of
accessibility and connectivity
o Technology (automation) –
booking/payment systems
Collaboration between employers to provide
certainty of employment between seasonal
destinations – workforce sharing
Diversifying product offering – new revenue
streams
Improve visitor experiences
Education and knowledge of “supply chain:
Government as usual are silent – tax break
incentive

Improve workforce productivity and professionalism







Creating and communicating career pathways
in the tourism industry – showing young
people that it’s a viable career option and has
advancement opportunities (TAFE)
Reimagining and reframing tourism/hospitality
jobs as professions e.g. baristas, cocktail
makers , sommeliers (training)
Improving workforce productivity and
professionalism therefore improves the
unique offerings of each destination and
drives business
Better management skills in finding and
keeping good employees
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Understanding of quality customer service
experience as a business driver
Understanding megatrends to inform visitor
experiences and match customer
expectations – free Wi-Fi, fresh milk, real
coffee etc.
Local government to supplement additional
training and business support
Collaboration for reduced application,
increased knowledge sharing rather than
parochialism (visitors don’t see LGA
boundaries, nor do they care!)
Cultural awareness and training
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06: Game Changers
Q: “What is the most important game changer for the industry to drive success to 2030?”
In groups, participants were asked to brainstorm their responses to the above question. The focus was on
identifying that one game changer, the “silver bullet” that would drive success to 2030. The game-changer
ideas were captured and are reported below. The first set, labelled Top Game Changers, lists the single
recommended game changer from each table group. The second set lists the other brainstormed game
changer ideas.

Top Game Changers:


Connectivity and Technology



Reimagining the workforce – clear career pathways, recognising jobs as professions, better
remuneration



Don’t change what is working – add to it! (don’t take money away from one areas for another)



One tourism policy at all levels – borderless and not ideologically driven, not fragmented by jurisdictional
boundaries



Accessibility – infrastructure, information and technology

Game Changers:


Local government allocates funds to product development



Enabling infrastructure



Philanthropy – investors flock to regional NSW and build amazing museums, galleries, observatories and
host events



Decentralisation



Successful marketing campaigns from Tourism Australia



Events, especially in regions – funding for regional events should match that in Sydney, at least



Linkages into regions at affordable prices
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07: Summary
The workshop was a demonstration of the valuable contribution that can be delivered in a few hours of
collaborative discussion and innovative thinking. Taking people out of their normal day to day activities, and
immersing them in the thought process of future thinking, and enabling future thinking and creativity.
The key theme of Sustainability was front and centre in the Sydney workshop. When prompted to expand on
which aspects of sustainability the group was particularly referencing they spoke more about economics and
running profitable, sustainable businesses. There was less focus on the environmental aspects, and more on
business models, funding models and heritage.
There was strong focus on government and funding throughout the sessions. Some participants called for
more funding with less government oversight whilst others called for government intervention to support
building sustainable businesses so that the industry was not so dependent on ongoing government funding.
These views were discussed robustly and articulated well by all who contributed to these discussions.
The discussions were also particularly strong in regard to policy and how the tourism industry is identified
and acknowledged in matters of policy. This was considered a barrier to current developments but also an
opportunity to remove bottlenecks in matters of planning and local and state government levels.
Participants in this workshop had an energy and passion for their industry, for collaboration and for the
development of ongoing sustainable frameworks and mechanisms through which the industry can flourish
toward 2030 and beyond.
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Sydney office
Level 9, 2 Elizabeth Plaza, North Sydney NSW 2060
PO Box 302, North Sydney NSW 2059
T 02 9955 5040 F 02 9955 5901

Melbourne office
Suite 101, 620 Bourke Street Melbourne VIC 3000
PO Box 16215, Collins Street West VIC 8007
T 03 9005 2030
E info@kjassoc.com.au ǀ w ww.kjassoc.com.au
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